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Abstract. One of the defining processes which govern massive star evolution
is their continuous mass loss via dense, supersonic line-driven winds. In the
case of those OB stars which also host a surface magnetic field, the interac-
tion between that field and the ionized outflow leads to complex circumstellar
structures known as magnetospheres. In this contribution, we review recent
developments in the field of massive star magnetospheres, including current
efforts to characterize the largest magnetosphere surrounding an O star: that
of NGC 1624-2. We also discuss the potential of the “analytic dynamical mag-
netosphere” (ADM) model to interpret multi-wavelength observations. Finally,
we examine the possible effects of – heretofore undetected – small-scale mag-
netic fields on massive star winds and compare their hypothetical consequences
to existing, unexplained observations.
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1. Introduction

One of the dominant processes driving massive star evolution is their continu-
ous mass loss via stellar winds. These outflows are line-driven; despite having
small abundances, metals possess numerous transitions (especially in the ultra-
violet range of the electromagnetic spectrum) which can then lead to efficient
driving in an expanding atmosphere since the associated Doppler shift coun-
teracts the effects of saturation (for a concise review, see, e.g., Owocki 2011).
Thus, ultraviolet (UV) resonance lines constitute one of the most reliable ob-
servational diagnostics of massive star winds (e.g., Pauldrach et al. 1994). This
wind-launching mechanism is well described using a power-law distribution of
lines, leading to well-known scalings which allow us to derive relevant wind pa-
rameters (Castor et al., 1975); theoretical mass-loss rates and terminal velocities
can easily be calculated for a given star given its stellar parameters (Vink et al.,
2001).

However, the picture becomes a bit more complicated when we account for
the effect of surface magnetic fields. About 7% of OB stars possess detectable,
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globally organized, surface magnetic fields (e.g., Morel et al. 2015; Grunhut et al.
2017). These fields are found to be mostly dipolar and stable over large periods
of time (Silvester et al., 2014).

2. Magnetospheres

Surface magnetic fields redirect and confine the stellar wind, as evidenced by
a number of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations (e.g., Ud-Doula et al.
2008, 2009), to form a circumstellar magnetosphere. Material trapped in closed
field loops is forced to co-rotate with the stellar surface, leading to various
observational signatures.

2.1. General structure and effects

The structure of a magnetosphere is determined by the competition between the
magnetic field and the wind momentum. Within closed field loops, wind material
launched from both magnetic hemispheres accumulates around the magnetic
equator, forming X-ray emitting shocks. Once cooled, it falls along the field
lines back onto the surface. This corresponds to a dynamical magnetosphere,
or DM. However, around rapidly rotating stars, there is an added component
as some material is centrifugally supported, preventing it from falling, thus
forming dense co-rotating clouds, a so-called centrifugal magnetosphere, or CM
(Ud-Doula et al., 2008).

While MHD simulations can provide a detailed description of magneto-
spheres, analytical models can help predict their behavior at a much smaller
computational cost. For instance, the Rigidly Rotating Magnetosphere model
(Townsend & Owocki, 2005) provides a useful description of CMs and success-
fully reproduces various observations. Likewise, the Analytic Dynamical Mag-
netosphere model (Owocki et al., 2016) was developed to describe the time-
averaged structure of DMs.

On top of confining and redirecting winds, magnetic fields also lead to mass
loss quenching (Ud-Doula et al., 2008) and can brake surface rotation very effi-
ciently (Ud-Doula et al., 2009), leading to important evolutionary consequences
(see Keszthelyi et al., these proceedings).

2.2. Observable consequences

According to the Oblique Rotator Model (Stibbs, 1950), the obliquity between
the rotational and magnetic axes leads to periodic variations in the magneto-
spheric viewing angle. This can be seen for instance in Hα profile variations,
which can be modelled with the ADM model (Owocki et al., 2016). This model
can also explain the X-ray luminosity of magnetic massive stars due to mag-
netically confined wind shocks (Nazé et al., 2014). Early attempts (Munoz et
al., these proceedings) are being made to apply the ADM model to reproduce
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optical photometric variations, such as those seen in HD 191612 (Wade et al.,
2011)1. However, as mentioned previously, the most useful observational diag-
nostic to probe massive star winds is UV spectroscopy. The periodic variation of
UV resonance line profiles has been detected in a number of magnetic O stars,
and most recently in NGC 1624-2, the most strongly magnetized O-type star
known to this day (Wade et al., 2012). Figure 1 shows two resonance lines from
the UV spectra of NGC 1624-2 (obtained with HST/COS ) at high (nearly mag-
netic pole-on) and low (nearly magnetic equator-on) states. Their profiles show
dramatic variations, as well as peculiarities that are not seen in non-magnetic
stars.

Figure 1. Comparison between the UV resonance lines of NGC 1624-2 (middle, at high

and low state) and that of non-magnetic stars of similar spectral type. We can see that

the magnetic star’s line profiles show very different characteristics, and in particular,

the Civ line is desaturated at high velocity, which might lead to an underestimation

of the mass-loss rate using spherically symmetric wind models.

While synthetic line profiles computed using spherically symmetric wind
models have been compared to high state observations of magnetic O stars
to yield wind parameters (e.g., Marcolino et al. 2013), ongoing efforts using
the ADM model suggest that this technique leads to inaccurate mass-loss rate
determinations.

2.3. Complex fields

The ADM formalism accounts for a large scale dipolar field, but can also be
generalized for different magnetic topologies. Though rare, some massive stars

1Another proposed explanation for photometric variations in O stars involves wind blanketing
and the latitudinal dependence of the mass flux (Krtička 2016, and these proceedings)
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exhibit complex magnetic fields, notably τ Sco (Donati et al., 2006). The ADM
model can be expanded to explain the observations of such stars (Fletcher et
al., these proceedings).

3. Small-scale magnetic fields

While they have not yet been detected, small-scale magnetic fields (or magnetic
spots) might arise as a consequence of the subsurface convection zone due to the
iron opacity bump, and are expected to cause photospheric brightness variations
(Cantiello & Braithwaite, 2011). Such bright spots have been detected in ξ Per
(Ramiaramanantsoa et al., 2014) and ζ Pup (Ramiaramanantsoa et al., 2018).
Hydrodynamical models (Cranmer & Owocki, 1996; David-Uraz et al., 2017)
show that bright spots might be the cause of the puzzling discrete absorption
components (DACs; e.g., Kaper et al. 1996).

4. Conclusions and future work

Magnetic fields profoundly influence the density and velocity structure of mas-
sive star winds. This means that spherically symmetric wind models cannot lead
to proper determinations of wind parameters. Future studies will test the ADM
model and use it to determine the wind properties of magnetic massive stars.

While magnetic spots offer an attractive explanation of phenomena such
as DACs, they have yet to be detected. Such an undertaking will require very
deep magnetometry (Kochukhov & Sudnik, 2013) and requires a significant
observational effort.
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